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2 Ply Trash Bags
These classic can liners are made with 2ply linear low density sidewalls for superior puncture resistance. Opaque brown/black color hides unsightly trash. Heavier than most conventional trash bags, 2ply classic can liners are ideal for everyday trash. Flat bottom seals eliminate bottom seal leakage and hold 25% more than star-bottom seal bags. Bags are individually folded and dispense one at a time for ease of use and portion control.

CPC 21000 2 Ply Classic Office Trash Bags, 7-10 gal., 24” x 23”, 0.6mil, 500 Pk, Brown/Black
CPC 21001 2 Ply Classic Trash and Yard Bags, 40-45 gal., 40” x 46”, 0.7mil, 250 Pk, Brown/Black

Heavy-Duty Bags
These 55-60 gallon black bags are heavy-duty for tough trash. Environmentally conscious and are made with 100% recycled plastics; 10% of which is post-consumer plastic. Flat bottom seals eliminate bottom seal leakage and hold 25% more than star-bottom seal bags. Ideal for industrial/maintenance use where heavy, sharp trash is prevalent. Individually folded bags are packed in a unique one-at-a-time dispenser carton for ease of use and portion control.

CPC 21003 Heavy-Duty Bags, 55-60 gal., 38” x 58”, 1.1mil, 100 Pk, Black
CPC 21002 Industrial Bags, 55-60 gal, 38” x 58”, 1.35mil, 100 Pk, Black

Large and Kitchen Trash Bags
Packaged in convenient, smaller-count dispenser cartons, these trash bags are ideal for users with smaller requirements. Convenient sized box is easily stored. Linear low density bags are ideal for everyday trash applications.

CPC 21304 Large Trash Bags, 33 gal., 32.5” x 40”, 0.8 mil, 40 Pk, Black
CPC 21306 Tall Kitchen Trash Bags, 13 gal., 23.5” x 29.38”, 0.65 mil, 100 Pk, White

Galvanized Steel Pail
Manufactured from bright spangled, zinc rich galvanized steel. Triplex interlocking “Gordon Seam” forms a six layer side security seam, assuring integrity. Smooth top pail edge is reinforced with a continuous covered rim wire. Pail is securely attached to the top pail rim. Pail bottom is recessed to assist pouring action and to limit pail to surface contact. The pail has a 11” top diameter, 9-7/8” height and a 12 quart capacity.

CPE 30090 Galvanized Steel Pail

CARQUEST® Five Gallon Utility Pail
This sturdy five-gallon utility pail is made for long lasting performance. It features high density polyethylene construction and a heavy gauge steel handle with plastic grip, so it will stand up to any job without denting or rusting. With its bright CARQUEST® graphics, a utility pail never looked so good. Made in the USA.

CPE 30110 CARQUEST® Five Gallon Utility Pail
CPE 30191 Lid for 5 Gallon Pail

Lobby Dust Pan
Lightweight, durable plastic will not corrode, lightweight aluminum handle, convenient hang up hole and locking tab.

CPC 21045 Lobby Dust Pan With Aluminum Handle

Whisk Broom and Dustpan
The whisk broom has stiff bristles for efficient cleaning. The broom and dustpan snap together to store as one. It’s ideal for quick clean-up.

TAG 4B320T Whisk Broom and Dustpan
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Metal Dust Pan - Push Brooms

Metal Dust Pan
Dust Pan, 12˝, Metal.
CPC 21081 Dust Pan, 12˝, Metal

Plastic Dust Pan
Slide restistant rubber feet, attaches to broom handle, fits a standard 32 gallon opening, front edge stays straight.
CPC 21088 Dust Pan, 18˝, Plastic

Shop Scoop
Holds 1 gallon of liquid, picks up almost any mess, over the top handle design keeps your hands clean.
CPC 90013 Shop Scoop, 14˝, Steel, with Handle

Corn Whisk Broom
Our corn whisk broom is made from traditional natural fibers. The stiff bristles make for efficient cleaning.
TAG 4-47T Corn Whisk Broom

Large Angle Broom
Durable poly head, soft flagged synthetic bristles, 48˝ coated metal handle.
CPC 21080 Large Angle Broom, Flagged Synthetic Bristles, 48˝ Steel Handle

Warehouse Corn Broom
4-Sewn, Metal Band for Added Strength, Wooden Handle.
CPC 93000 Warehouse Corn Broom, 54˝, Wire Banded

Push Broom with Handle
Medium sweeping, indoor/outdoor push broom with 3˝ flagged semi stiff inner bristles to dislodge the dirt and fine outer bristles to keep the dust done. Works well on garage floors, driveways, patios and sidewalks.
CPC 21086 Push Broom, 18˝, Indoor/Outdoor, with 60˝ Metal Handle
CPC 21087 Push Broom, 24˝, Multi-Purpose Outdoor, with 60˝ Metal Handle

Push Broom
3.00˝ Black tampico bristles with a center row of steel wire bristles. Bristles are stapled-set into a lacquered hardwood block with two ACME-threaded holes. Center row of steel bristles works well for dislodging caked dirt, while tampico bristles resist acids, an sweep away the finer debris.
CPC 21039 Push Broom Wire Center 24˝

Push Broom Head
Light to medium duty indoor/outdoor push broom head with 3˝ synthetic bristles. Set into a hardwood block with two acme threaded holes. Great all around sweep works well on concrete for small debris.
CPC 21037 Push Broom Head, 18˝, Poly Bristle
CPC 21038 Push Broom Head, 24˝, Poly Bristle
CPC 21041 Push Broom Head, 24˝, Outdoor, Palmyra Bristle

Outrigger Brace
Fits push broom 18˝ and over in length, great for added strength.
CPC 21055 Outrigger Brace and Hardware
### Tapered Wood Handle
CPC 90019  Wood Handle, Tapered End, 60”, Lacquered, 1-1/8” Diameter

For use with deck scrubs, street brooms, acid brushes, window brushes, roof brushes, floor squeegees, window squeegees, and whitewash brushes. These lacquered tapered handles are interchangeable. Order the length you need for the job!

CPC 90018  Tapered Handle, 54” x 1-1/8”

### Threaded Wood Handle
CPC 90015  Wood Handle, Threaded End, 60”, Lacquered, 15/16” Diameter
CPC 90016  Wood Handle, Threaded Metal Tip, 60”, Lacquered, 15/16” Diameter

### Threaded Fiberglass Handle
CPC 90021  Fiberglass Handle, Threaded End, 60”, 15/16” Diameter

### Replacement Mop Cover
CPC 21033  Chenille Mop Cover

Replacement chenille mop cover for #25-300.

### Rayon Mop Head
CPC 21048  Rayon Wet Mop Head, 24 oz, 4-Ply, Cut End

### Wet Mop Handle
Durable plastic connector for fast change over.
CPC 21052  60” Steel Wet Mop Handle with Plastic Quick Change
CPC 90022  60” Wooden Mop Handle with Metal Quick Change

### Heavy-Duty Roller Mop w/ Handle
Deluxe heavy duty roller mop with steel handle. Super absorbent extra large sponge to soak up any mess. Additional scrubbing pad for tough stains, works great on all hard surfaces.
CPC 21028  Heavy-Duty Roller Mop, 10”, Durable Non-Corrosive Steel Handle
CPC 21029  Heavy-Duty Roller Mop Replacement Sponge, 10”

### Cotton Mop Head
CPC 21049  Cotton Mop Head, #32, Cut End
CPC 21078  Cotton Mop Head, #24, Cut End

Safe super absorbent reusable mop head. All cotton 4 ply band fits most standard wet mop handles. To extend mop head life, rinse and hang dry after each use.

### Mop Bucket & Wringer
Structural foam mop bucket, heavy duty components will not break or corrode, non marking casters.
CPC 21053  Large Plastic Yellow Mop Bucket with Wringer and Non-Marking Casters
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Floor Signs - Squeegees

Caution Wet Floor Sign
Made of durable molded plastic, multilingual.
CPC 21043 Caution Wet Floor Sign, Yellow Plastic

Toilet Bowl Brush w/Caddy
Ergonomic handle with soft grip, specially designed to reach under the bowl rim, convenient caddy keeps floor clean and dry.
CPC 21099 Toilet Bowl Brush w/ Caddy, Poly Bristle

Floor Squeegee
Professional grade floor squeegee with heavy-duty plated steel frame and aluminum handle sockets.
CPC 21044 Floor Squeegee, 24˝ Straight
CPC 21085 Floor Squeegee, 24˝ Curved
CPC 90014 Floor Squeegee, 36˝ Curved

Squeegee Head

Window Squeegee
CPC 21151 Window Squeegee, 7.5˝ Head, 18˝ Plastic Handle
CPC 21155 Window Squeegee, 7.5˝ Head, 18˝ Wood Handle
CPC 90000 Window Squeegee, 8˝ Metal Head, 42˝ Wooden Handle
CPC 90002 Window Squeegee, 8˝ Metal Head, 32˝ Wooden Handle

Economy Squeegee
Economical squeegee with an 8˝ plastic head and a 16˝ hollow plastic handle. Great for occasional use in cleaning automobile and home windows.
CPC 21150 Economy Squeegee

Sponge and Squeegee
The sponge and squeegee is dual sided for greater cleaning flexibility. The mesh covered sponge scrubs away bug stains and caked on debris. The squeegee dries with each stroke.
TAG 4-100T Sponge and Squeegee
### Scrub Brush

**CPC 21074**  Scrub Brush, 10”, Stiff Acid Resistant Tampico Bristle

### Extension Pole

This fiberglass extension pole extends from 4’ to 8’ and features a metal tip for added life and durability. This lightweight extension pole allows you to reach those high hard-to-reach areas. Threaded metal tip fits CARQUEST® brush heads.

**CPC 21091**  Extension Pole

### Acid Brushes

- **CPC 21056**  Acid Brush, 6.5” Tin Handle, 3/8” Bristle
- **CPC 21057**  Acid Brush, 6.5” Tin Handle, 1/2” Bristle

### Counter Dusting Brush

Durable poly block with soft flagged tip bristles to clean up fine dust.

**CPC 21032**  Counter Dusting Brush, 8” Soft Orange Bristles

### Scrub/Utility Brush

**CPC 21071**  Scrub/Utility Brush, 8”, Nylon Bristle

### Parts Cleaner Brush

**CPC 21013**  Gas Parts Brush, 11”, Poly handle and Poly Bristle

### Parts Cleaning Brush

Polypropylene bristles hold up under repeated use in cleaning solvents.

**STL 14000**  Parts Cleaning Brush

### Shoe Handle Wire Scratch Brush

Also great for cleaning threads and files. Brush has 4-1/2” of densely packed wire bristles and a hardwood handle. Overall length 9-3/4”.

**STL 14180**  Shoe Handle Wire Scratch Brush

### Scratch Brush

Also great for cleaning threads and files. Brush has 5-1/2” of densely packed wire bristles and a hardwood handle. Overall length is 14”.

**STL 14160**  Scratch Brush

### Wire Brush

Steel wire bristles set in hardwood block. Removes rust, metal varnish and paint. Shoe handle brush are 4 rows x 19 rows.

- **CPC 21050**  Wire Brush With Steel Bristles 14”
- **CPC 21051**  Wire Brush With Steel Bristles 10”
- **CPC 21067**  Wire Brush With Steel Bristles 10”
- **CPC 21065**  Wire Brush With Steel Bristles Curved Handle
- **CPC 21066**  Wire Brush With Steel Bristles & Scraper

### Wood Block Brushes

Wood block handles filled with brass wire. Ideal for getting into small, virtually inaccessible areas of engine, carpet, or upholstery.

- **CPC 21059**  Detail Brush Brass Bristles
- **CPC 21058**  Detail Brush Steel Bristles

### Wire Cleaning Brush

**CPC 21089**  Wire Cleaning Brush, Copper
Rubber Commercial Hose
This commercial grade rubber hose is constructed for heavy-duty use, with 400 psi burst strength. Features brass couplings. It handles hot water up to 200° F and withstands nozzle shut-off, but is also flexible and kink-resistant. The hose has a 3/4˝ diameter and is 50’ long.

CPH 50054 Rubber Commercial Hose, 50’

Flexogen™ Garden Hose
The best cold water hose on the market is exceptionally rugged, with over 500 psi average burst strength. Patented 6 layer construction and the FlowGuard Plus™ collar make it kink-resistant, and it coils and handles more easily than any other hose. Features heavy-duty brass couplings. Has a 5/8˝ diameter and comes in either 25’ or 50’ lengths. These quality features and a full lifetime replacement policy for defectives will make this the last hose you’ll ever buy.

CPH 50050 Flexogen™ Garden Hose, 25’
CPH 50051 Flexogen™ Garden Hose, 50’

Marine & Recreational Hose
This blue-striped, white covered cold water hose is FDA approved safe for drinking water, making it ideal for boats, campers, pools and other recreational uses. The 5-ply construction coils and handles easily year round. It features Full-Flo™ brass couplings and EZ-On™ coupler. The hose has a 1/2˝ diameter and comes in a 25’ length.

CPH 50053 Marine & Recreational Hose, 25’

Vinyl Garden Hose
This 4-ply reinforced cold water hose is resistant to weather, abrasion, and kinking, but is also lightweight and flexible. Has a 5/8˝ diameter and comes in a 50’ length. Features brass couplings. It is a good quality hose at a great economical price.

CPH 50052 Vinyl Garden Hose, 50’

Metal Hose Y-Connector
This heavy-plated metal valve allows you to operate two hoses from the same faucet. Positive, independent shut-offs and leak resistant design.

CPH 50015 Metal Hose Y-Connector

Hose Repair Coupling, Female
These couplings are for all rubber and plastic hoses. Made of reusable high-impact plastic, they form a leak-proof repair. Fits 5/8˝ and 3/4˝ hoses.

CPH 50018 Hose Repair Coupling, Female

Hose Repair Mender
Made of high-impact plastic, it forms a leak-proof repair to rubber and plastic hoses. Reusable. Fits 5/8˝ and 3/4˝ hoses.

CPH 50019 Hose Repair Mender

QWIK-K’NECT™ Coupler
Upper and lower connector made of high-impact plastic. Fits any hose connection: hose to faucet, hose to hose and hose to sprinkler or nozzle. Couples and uncouples with a twist of the wrist. Leak resistant, rubber washers included. Patent pending.

CPH 50016 QWIK-K’NECT™ Coupler

Hose Repair Coupling
These couplings are for all rubber and plastic hoses. Made of reusable high-impact plastic, they form a leak-proof repair. Fits 5/8˝ and 3/4˝ hoses.

CPH 50017 Hose Repair Coupling, Male

Vinyl Hose Washers
Flexible vinyl hose washers are standard garden hose size. Prevents leakage. Comes packaged in bags of 10.

CPH 50020 Vinyl Hose Washers
**Pressure Spray Bottle**

For cleaning, degreasing or disinfecting when a foam is desired to increase surface contact time. Foam generating wand creates a thick, clinging foam.

Contains:
- (1) Anti-Siphon Unit
- (1) Pistol Grip Shut-Off
- (1) Washer (Head)
- (1) Quart Bottle
- (1) Quick Coupler/Female
- (1) Washer (Filter)
- (1) Deflector
- (1) Quick Coupler/Male
- (1) Quick Coupler Washer
- (1) Foam Wand
- (1) Screen & Holder
- (1) Mixing Head
- (1) Siphon Tube (Quart)

Specifications:
- Water Pressure .................................. 40-90 psi
- Output .................................................. 1-1/2 Gallons per Minute
- Spray Pattern ...................................... Foaming Fan, Solid Stream, Fan Spray Patterns
- Anti-Siphon ........................................ Protects Water Supply
- Hose ..................................................... Not Included

CPC 23132 Pressure Spray Bottle

---

**8-Way Nozzle**

The plastic 8-way spray nozzle has 8 different spray patterns with a non-slip comfort grip handle.

TAG 14-108T 8-Way Nozzle

---

**Spray Nozzle**

The metal spray nozzle has an adjustable spray pattern. It is ideal for cleaning vehicles, boats, patios and decks.

TAG 14-014T Spray Nozzle

---

**Heavy-Duty Nozzle**

Our heavy-duty insulated spray nozzle protects your hands from hot and cold. It is ideal for cleaning vehicles, boats, patios and decks.

TAG 14-105T Heavy-Duty Nozzle

---

**Fire Hose Nozzle**

The high power fire hose nozzle sprays up to 40 feet and is protected with heavy duty rubber. You can change the spray from fan to jet. It can be attached to any garden hose.

TAG 14-025T Fire Hose Nozzle

---

**3 Sq. Ft. Kwik Dry**

Our 3 sq. ft. kwik dry is made of PVA sponge material shaped like a cloth, so it's more absorbent and easy to use. There are no surface fibers so the kwik dry dries streak free and lint free. It's ideal for drying cars, trucks, boats, countertops, glass, tile and even pets.

TAG 6700T 3 Sq Ft Kwik Dry

---

**Disposable Shop Towels**

Stronger than typical paper products - won't shred and tear when working with tools and parts. Absorbent - great for cleaning up spills, hands and equipment. Crafted to stand up against the dirt, grease and grime. A disposable alternative to laundered rental shop towels.

CPC 21006 Disposable Shop Towels Box of 100

---

**Shop Towels**

Shop towels are hemmed for extra strength. They are washable and reusable and are ideal for wiping up oil, grease and lubricants.

TAG 3-591T 5 Pack Roll of Shop Towels, 13” x 14”
TAG 3-537T 12 Pack of Shop Towels, 13” x 14”
TAG 3-542T 25 Pack of Shop Towels, 13” x 14”
TAG 3-551T 50 Pack of Shop Towels, 13” x 14”
Our Refined Family

From 5w20 to 85w140 and everything in between, CARQUEST now offers more brands, types and viscosities of oils, greases and lubricants! The refined selection includes 2-cycle, conventional, high mileage, synthetic, tractor and industrial applications. Our family of oils and lubricants are as close as your nearest CARQUEST Auto Parts store.

Great people, great products, great prices!™